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Home New RV Air Conditioner Shroud's & Covers Sort by CC0/National Institute of Standards and Technology/Wikimedia Commons Most people use the term AC condenser to refer to the part of the air conditioning system that sits outside the home, even though this part of the system has more components that just the condenser. The entire exterior
unit is very important in keeping your home cool and comfortable, so it’s important to know what you can do in terms of maintenance, troubleshooting and repairs.Depending on the climate in your area, a typical AC has a service life span of around 10 to 20 years. With regular maintenance, you may be able to extend that timeframe. Learning how to
do minor repairs can save you some trouble and cost by avoiding service calls with technicians. However, if you don’t have any experience at all with AC repair, it’s best to leave the major repairs to the pros.Cleaning Your AC Condenser It’s easy to overlook AC condenser maintenance because the unit is out of sight. However, a dirty condenser is
much less efficient in cooling your home, uses more power and needlessly puts additional strain on the motor. Keep the areas surrounding the condenser clear of overgrowth by trimming grass and brush regularly. Clean the unit itself by removing dirt, debris and plant matter to allow air to move through the system freely. Basic Troubleshooting For a
number of AC condenser issues, you can do some basic troubleshooting before calling a technician. First, check to make sure power to the unit is working by inspecting the switches and the circuit breaker on the electrical panel. Next, check the thermostat to make sure it has power and doesn’t need new batteries.Another reason your AC may not
work properly is you may need to replace the air filter. AC filters should be changed every 30 to 90 days. A dirty filter can cause several issues, including an AC that won’t turn on or one that can’t cool a room properly. Set a regular schedule for replacing the air filter.AC Blowing Hot Air This is one of the more common and more alarming AC
problems, but the fix is often easier than expected. Cleaning the unit, including the fan blades, is often enough to resolve the issue. Go through the basic troubleshooting steps and replace your air filters with new ones. AC Ices Up If your condenser ices up, turn off the AC and the AC power switch that supplies electricity to the unit on the electrical
panel. Allow the unit to thaw out thoroughly, and then check for any pooled condensates around the AC. Wipe them dry if there are any.After the AC condenser thaws completely, proceed with the basic troubleshooting steps, from cleaning to changing the air filter. Turn the AC back on to see if the problem is resolved. If this doesn’t solve the problem,
then your AC may be running low on refrigerant and needs an AC Freon recharge. Call a technician to restore your AC’s refrigerant to normal levels.When to Buy a New AC Unit There are some serious issues that may require investing in a whole new AC system, particularly if your AC has already put in some long decades of service. When a tech tells
you that your AC has leaks or blockages, ask for advice about investing in a new unit. Although you may only need to replace the condenser or the condenser tubes temporarily, other more expensive parts may be on the verge of breaking down. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Get Product Updatesincluding Sales and Deals Ooop! The
email you entered isn't valid. WooHoo! You subscribed successfully. Ok! You're unsubscribed. When you’re in the market for an air conditioning unit (AC) you should be aware that all HVAC brands are not equal in quality and reliability. This guide highlights four AC brands with the best reputation and will hopefully help you in your
selection.TraneTrane is a brand that all others are often compared to due to the fact that it’s one of the most reliable brands in the business. Air conditioning units manufactured by Trane come with a 10-year parts and labor warranty. They’re known for their resistance to corrosion and durability. As far as pricing goes, Trane products are often more
expensive than other HVAC brands; however, they have been on the market for many years and their reliability is proven.GoodmanGoodman is another of the top HVAC brands. Its products have a solid build quality, along with lifetime warranty programs. It’s a top manufacturer of both residential and commercial air conditioning. Goodman offers a
variety of air conditioning units to suit specific needs. As a company, it prides itself on selling reliable and efficient products at an affordable price.CarrierCarrier is a brand known for its state-of-the-art air conditioning units. It mandates and adheres to rigorous quality standards when manufacturing its products. Its parts come with a 10-year
warranty. Carrier units consistently rank high on the scale of energy efficiency. Its units come with an insulated compressor leading to a softer noise volume when the unit is running.American StandardYou can’t go wrong with an American Standard as it is one of the most reliable brands in the business. Even if you pay more for an American Standard
AC unit, the quality is evident. Ingersoll-Rand owns both American Standard and Trane and produces durable, reliable products for both brands. American Standard compressors are under warranty for 12 years and its parts for 10 years.Characteristics of the Best AC BrandsWhat are the characteristics of the best AC units? Quality, durability,
performance and extended warranties. The four brands featured in this article check all of those boxes. Each brand upholds strict quality standards and produces durable units. All four brands have consistently ranked high in regards to efficiency and performance. In addition, they all offer generous warranties with their products to ensure that you’re
satisfied with your purchase for years to come. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET The compressor in an AC unit is a type of pump, and it functions in a manner that’s similar to a human being’s heart, according to Tech Choice Parts. However, instead of moving blood through a human body, the AC compressor moves refrigerant through the
air conditioner’s system.Creates Heat and PressureIt helps to understand how a compressor works when you’re considering AC compressor repair for a cooling system that isn’t functioning properly. While the purpose of the system is to generate chilled air, the compressor creates heat within the system. That heat puts the refrigerant under very
intense pressure. The pressure generated by the heated refrigerant is what begins to push the coolant through the system.Parts of an AC Compressor SystemThe compressor system of an AC unit is made up of two main parts, the compressor itself and the unit’s clutch assembly. If you’re looking at AC compressor replacement, you need to know which
part is bad or if both parts need to be replaced. An AC compressor has an inlet port for suction and an outlet port for discharge. The hole with the larger diameter will always be the inlet, or suction port. The inlet port sucks refrigerant into the compressor, which then compresses as it passes through the compressor unit’s inner passages, bearings and
valves before discharging it to the AC condenser unit.Reciprocating CompressorsThere are two types of compressors for AC units, according to Budget Home Services. The types are scroll-type and reciprocating. Reciprocating AC compressors have an internal cylinder and piston system that functions the same way as a car’s motor to build external
power. That external power then compresses the AC refrigerant that’s flowing through the compressor. Reciprocating compressors come in three styles: open-type, hermetically sealed and semi-hermetically sealed.Scroll-Type CompressorsScroll-type compressors have two alternating scrolls with gaps between the scrolls that compress the
refrigerant. Scroll-type compressors are usually more expensive than reciprocating compressors but they also compensate by operating with a higher degree of efficiency than reciprocating compressors. Most manufacturers offer both styles for their AC units.Cost of Replacing an AC CompressorThe cost of an AC compressor is around $645 if the unit
is under warranty and about $1,200 for parts, labor and supplies if your warranty is expired, according to Budget Home Services. Air conditioners can’t operate properly if the compressor is failing, and a failing compressor can even damage the remaining components of an AC unit. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Check My Order My
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